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Senator Penny Wong, (02) 6273 7330, Page 1 of 28
Malcolm Roberts
Tuesday, August 25th, 2009
PROOF IPCC MISREPRESENTS SCIENCE

Senator Wong:
Further to my facsimile letters of yesterday and earlier today please find
accompanying paper by John McLean entitled ‘An Analysis of the Review of the
IPCC 4AR WGI Report’. (Fourth Assessment Report, Working Group I)
This paper cannot be reasonably refuted since it simply presents IPCC data
provided by the IPCC. The conclusions are stark and obvious: the IPCC’s core
claim that human action caused the modest global warming from the
mid-1970’s through to around 1998 is NOT supported by science.
The IPCC’s own data reveal the IPCC contradicts its own protocols and
does not follow scientific process. It contradicts scientific process.
The IPCC has implied that its claim that human activity caused global warming is
supported by 4,000 scientists. Sadly, the Prime Minister has publicly spread this
falsity. Only five (5) reviewers of the IPCC’s 2007 Fourth Assessment Report by
Working Group I endorsed the IPCC’s claim. Many eminent climate scientists
world-wide, including IPCC scientists, oppose the IPCC’s claim.
A colour copy of McLean’s article was mailed to you by Australia Post
Registered Post on Friday, July 31, 2009. I hope your office has been able to
collect that package from the Parliament House Post Office and that you read the
other papers enclosed therein and the colour chart provided.
As you are a lawyer by training, I’m confident you will, after reading McLean,
understand his objective evidence makes the government’s Emissions Trading
Scheme (ETS) redundant. Your continued support for any ETS or
climate/carbon tax would thus be contrary to the science and not honest. Worse,
although it will not change climate nor provide any benefit to Australia, an ETS
or climate/carbon tax will damage Australia.
I consider McLean’s paper to be vitally important to Australia’s environmental
and economic security. I remain available to answer your questions.

